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Abstract.
The closed-form expressions for the photon strength functions (PSF) are tested using the gamma-decay data
of OSLO group. The theoretical calculations are performed for the Lorentzian models of PSF for electric and
magnetic dipole gamma-rays. The criteria of minimum of least-square value as well as the root-mean-square
deviation factor are used. It is shown that a rather good agreement is obtained within the Simple Modified
Lorentzian model for E1 PSF modelling.

1 Introduction

Many nuclear physics applications, such as radiation
shielding and radiation transport analyses, fission and fu-
sion reactor technologies, nuclei medicine and radiother-
apy etc., require a reliable data on photoabsorption and
photodecay cross section data. The PSFs play an impor-
tant role in the calculations of such nuclei data and they
are an important constituent of the calculations of various
nuclei properties [1–3].

The reliability of the PSF predictions can be greatly
improved by the use of microscopic or semimicroscopic
approaches ([4]). When compared with experimental data
and considered for practical applications, all such cal-
culations need however some phenomenological correc-
tions. Moreover, most of the microscopic and semimi-
croscopic approaches assume spherical symmetries so that
phenomenological corrections need to be included in or-
der to properly describe the gamma-strength function in
deformed nuclei. In additional, the results of the micro-
scopic calculations for the whole nuclear chart can not be
provided without super computers. Alternatively, the phe-
nomenological models can be used in the deformed nuclei
without time consuming calculations.

Among the phenomenological models, a Lorentz
shape is preferable for approximation of the E1 PSF
(see [5, 6] and refs. therein). The analytical mod-
els considered here are the Standard Lorentzian (SLO),
the Generalized Lorentzian (GLO), the Simple Modified
Lorentzian (SMLO) [1–6], the Triple Lorentzian (TLO)
[7, 8]. Note that, the calculations of E1 PSF within mi-
croscopic both quasiparticle random-phase approximation
(QRPA) and shell-model (SM) were compared with the
SMLO strengths in ref.[4] and had been shown that a
rather good agreement was obtained.

The experimental data on γ-transitions near the neu-
tron separation energy include large contribution of the
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M1 transitions [4, 9–11]. In this contribution the sum of
M1 and E1 PSF is tested for description of the photodecay
data by OSLO group [12] for even-even atomic nuclei in
the range of the γ-rays till ∼ 10 MeV. The data are com-
pared with theoretical calculations using the merit func-
tions of the least-square values and the root-mean-square
(rms) deviation factor.

2 Analytical expressions of E1 PSF for
photodecay

For the heated nuclei, the general analytical expression for

E1 PSF of photodecay
←−
f α can be presented in the follow-

ing form [1–3]:

←−
f α(εγ) = Φ(εγ, T f ),

Φ(εγ, T ) =
1

3 · (π�c)2

jm
∑

j=1

σTRKsαj
Fαj (εγ, T )

εγ
.

(1)

Here, α= SLO, SMLO, GLO, TLO models, εγ - the
gamma-ray energy, T f - temperature of the final states
of the nuclei during the gamma decay, index j numbers
the normal modes of giant vibrations of Isovector Giant
Dipole Resonance (GDR): jm = 1 for spherical nuclei,
jm = 2 for axially symmetric ones, and jm = 3 for nuclei
with triaxial shape (TLO model); factor sαj is a weight of
the j-mode; σTRK is the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn (TRK) sum
rule σTRK = 15A(1 − I2) mb ·MeV with I = (N − Z)/A
for the neutron-proton asymmetry factor. A weight of the
j-mode determines cross section σαr, j = (2/π)σTRK · sαj /Γ

α
r, j

of j -mode at GDR resonance energy Eαr, j, where Γαr, j width
of j-resonance mode.
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The line-shape funciton for gamma-decay for all mod-
els (except GLO) can be given as

Fαj (εγ, T ) =

= Lα(εγ, T ) ·
2
π

ε2
γ Γ
α
j (εγ, T )

(

ε2
γ − (Eαr, j)

2
)2
+
(

Γαj (εγ, T ) · εγ
)2
,

(2)

where Lα(εγ, T ) = 1 for the SLO and TLO models and

LS MLO(εγ, T ) = 1/
(

1 − exp(−εγ/T )
)

(3)

for the SMLO approach. It determines the enhancement of
the radiative strength function in a heated nucleus as com-
pared to a cold nucleus [2–4, 13], and can be interpreted
as the average number of 1p–1h states excited by an elec-
tromagnetic field.

The function of GLO model consists of two com-
ponents: a Lorentzian FGLO

j defined by eq.(2) with
Lα(εγ, T ) = 1 and additional term within Fermi-liquid the-
ory [14] i.e. FGLO

j in eq.(1) can be replaced on

FGLO
j (εγ, T )+

π

2
· εγ ·

0.7 ΓGLO
j (εγ = 0, T )

(EGLO
r, j )3

. (4)

The shape width in heated nuclei is the temperature-
dependent. In the models of SLO, GLO and SMLO, this
dependence of the width Γαj is taken into account as in
Fermi-liquid theory, i.e.:

Γαj = Γ
α
j (εγ, T ) = Γαj (εγ, T = 0) + ∆Γαj (T ). (5)

For GLO and SLO models:

∆Γαj (T ) = gα · 4π2T 2, gα =
Γαr, j

(Eαr, j)
2
. (6)

The expressions (5), (6) at εγ = Eαr, j correspond
to the spreading width within framework of the Fermi-
liquid theory in low-temperature limit [15, 16] with the
normalization to the GDR width at zero temperature:
Γr(Er, T ) = g · (E2

r + 4π2T 2), g = Γr(T = 0)/E2
r .

Note that, the temperature dependence of the experimen-
tal GDR widths in warm nuclei can be described well by
the expressions (4), (5) [15–18]. So, the total widths for
SLO, GLO and SMLO models are given by the follow-
ing expressions: ΓSLO

j (εγ, T ) = gSLO·((ESLO
r, j )2 + 4π2T 2),

ΓGLO
j (εγ, T ) = gGLO·(ε2

γ + 4π2T 2), ΓSMLO
j (εγ, T )= gSMLO·

(εγ ·ESMLO
r, j +4π2T 2). The energy-dependent components of

the widths correspond to transitions of the coherent 1p-1h
states generating the GDR to the 2p-2h states and ∆Γαj (T )
is connected with transitions to the 2p-2h states at thermo-
dynamical equilibrium with the temperature T .

It should be mentioned that the temperature depen-
dence for original TLO model was not presented, but we
adopted the dependence like in the SLO model.

For GDR characteristics (the energies, widths and
weights) in the SLO and SMLO models, the recommended
values from recent data-base were used [6]. The GDR
parameters of SLO approach were taken for GLO model.

The resonance energies and width of the TLO model were
taken from ref.[7]. The Bohr parametrization of the axis
lengths was used for TLO model and the deformation pa-
rameters were taken from ref.[19], where they were cal-
culated within constrained Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov ap-
proach with five-dimensional collective Hamiltonian.

The photodecay PSF for M1 transitions and corre-
sponding input parameters were calculated with allowance
for the scissors, spin-flip modes and upbend [4, 9]:

←−
f M1(εγ) = C exp(−ηεγ)+

+
1

3(π�c)2
· σsc ·

εγ Γ
2
sc

(

ε2
γ − (E2

sc)
)2
+
(

Γscεγ
)2
+

+
1

3(π�c)2
· σs f ·

εγ Γ
2
s f

(

ε2
γ − (E2

s f )
)2
+
(

Γs fεγ
)2
.

(7)

The sum of E1 and M1 PSF
←−
f αE1+M1 =

←−
f αE1 +

←−
f αM1

was calculated for gamma-decay analysis. For the com-
parison of the data two criteria were used: 1) minimum
of the least-square value χ2

α and 2) minimum of the root-
mean-square (rms) deviation factor fα:

χ2
α =

1
n

n
∑

i=1

(
←−
f exp(εi) −

←−
f αE1+M1(εi))2

(∆
←−
f exp(εi))2

;

fα = exp{χln,α},

χ2
ln,α =

1
n

n
∑

i=1

{ln
←−
f αE1+M1(εi) − ln

←−
f exp(εi)}

2.

(8)

Here
←−
f exp is the experimental PSF data for even-even

nuclei measured by OSLO group [12], namely, for 44,46Ti,
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Figure 1. The photon strength function for gamma decay for
nuclei 106Pd in comparison with calculations within different PSF
models: − · − · − SLO (black dash-dotted line), _______ SMLO
(solid red line) , · · · · · GLO (blue dotted line), − · · − · · −
TLO (green dashed followed by two dots line). Experimental
data are taken from ref.[12].
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Figure 2. The relative values of rms deviation χ2
α/χ

2
SLO (up-

per figure) fα/ fSLO (bottom figure) for even-even isotopes cor-
responding to calculations within different PSF models. Signs:
red empty circles (⊙) - SMLO; blue empty triangles (△) - GLO;
green pluses (+) - TLO.

Table 1. The ratios of mean values of least-square deviation χ2
α

and mean values of rms deviation factor fα for different E1 PSF
models in relation to SLO.

Criterion SMLO GLO TLO

< χ2
α > / < χ

2
SLO > 0.10 0.04 0.40

< χ2
α/χ

2
SLO > 0.21 0.29 0.71

< fα > / < fSLO > 0.54 0.58 0.78
< fα/ fSLO > 0.63 0.81 0.84

56Fe, 92,94,96,98Mo, 106,108Pd, 106,112Cd, 116,122Sn, 148Sm,
162,164Dy, 166Er, 170,172Yb, 206,208Pb, 232Th, 238U.

The comparison of the different PSF models with the
experimental data for 106Pd is shown in fig.1 as an exam-
ple. The temperatures were calculated using the Fermi-
gas model from EMPIRE code [20]. It can be seen, that
the use of SMLO model for E1 PSF describe rather well
the experimental photodecay data within experimental un-
certainties. The averaging of the theoretical PSF over the
excitation energy [21, 22] only slightly changes the result.

The χ2
α and fα criteria calculated for different PSF

models are shown in the table 1 and fig.2. It should be
mentioned that, according to the criteria of the minimum

of these values, the
←−
f E1+M1 with the E1 SMLO model bet-

ter describe the experimental data for the gamma-decay.
This is because the presence of the enhancement factor
Lα(εγ, T ), Eq.(3), and the linear dependence of the PSF
width in the SMLO model.

3 Conclusions

The description of gamma-decay data from OSLO group
by closed-form Lorentzian models of photon strength
functions is considered. The experimental data are com-
pared with theoretical calculations for even-even nuclei
using criteria of minimum of least-square factor and root-
mean-square deviation factor. According to the compari-
son, one can conclude that as well as for the photoabsorp-
tion data [4, 6], the SMLO model gives better description
of the experimental data for gamma-decay and can be rec-
ommended in the nuclear reaction codes for modeling of
the E1 photon strength function.
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